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About This Game

Take command of a vast interstellar empire and safeguard your species from total extinction in a procedurally generated 3D
galaxy (with the option to flatten it) from 1 System to 10,000+! Prove your species' ingenuity through a deep and intricate

combat system where anything (from individual components on ships to the stars themselves) is a target of opportunity.

Twist other Empires into submitting to your galaxy-class wit with diplomacy and wheel-and-deal your way to supremacy.

Research new kinds of weapons, engines, shields, and more, all of which retain their unique benefits as the game progresses,
with a research web whose contents are shuffled every game at your option.

Exploit interstellar phenomena such as asteroid belts and stars and exploit them for yourself or destroy them to deny your foes.
Create and destroy new worlds through advanced technological research.

Match your strategy against up to 10 other opponents (online or LAN-linked). Save the game when dawn breaks and boot it
back up at dusk. It isn't over until you say it is! Drop in and drop out at any point; disconnecting players will not disrupt the

game!

Your weapons, your ships, your rules: Almost the entire game can be modified through Notepad! Easily add new models and
particle effects to the game with “out-of-the-box” developer tools. Create new weapons in seconds; create new AIs through

scripts! The Galaxy is yours!

Key features:
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Vast, Procedurally Generated Galaxies

Intricate Ship Design and Exciting Combat

Unique Research System

Race Creation

Easy to use interface, complex gameplay

Engaging AI opponents

Extensive modding support

Multiplayer

Original Soundtrack

Much more to come!
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This is pretty awesome.

At least in the tutorial you feel incredibly powerful; it slacks off a little bit but the game is awesome.

I'll extend my review after I've played more, but so far so good; really enjoying this.

There have been lots of 'omg too cool' moments.. dead as a door nail so no just no wont get your 99 cents worth. Crashes after a
hour. THIS IS LITERALLY THE BEST GAME TO JUST CHILL OUT WITH. $0.50 and it's a quick 10 minute party game
with friends. ;) let everyone take a try.. dis is an awsome idle game

10\/10. Probably the worst early to late 2000's NFS game

-Bad physics
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665graphics for 2008 standarts (Pro Street has much better graphics and it's from 2007)
-Non CGI cutscenes (using real life actors and real cars)
-Confusing playtrough
-Boring
-Too easy and doesn't have a difficulty selector (i'm not even joking. If you are at least decent at racing games you'll always win)

Only good thing about this game is the soundtrack

All the other 2000's games are much more enjoyable than this, don't waste your time and money on this.. Much Goat. Good.
Purple. Nice.. All right, let\u2019s start with a small gripe. This is the latest game in the Witches\u2019 Legacy series to be
released on Steam. However, it is also the earliest chronologically in the series. And based on the \u201cOther Games\u201d
page... Well, we are missing \u201cThe Charleston Curse\u201d. This is a slight annoyance to me, since I like reading\/playing
stories from the beginning\u2026

Anyway, you have apparently dealt with a witch before, and saved your relative Lynn (who is still a child). Unfortunately, the
power within her has begun to manifest further and the witch you thought dead may not be so\u2026 extinct. Now, you must
rush to save Lynn again.

The plot is engaging, the HO scenes fun, and the minigames challenging. Get in the bundle.. I have owned and played every
single MotoGP game, and for the last few years I have been buying on PC instead of console.
14 is slick game play and makes for some great racing, real close quarters battles.

However, this game is currently buggy, even to the point of appearing to be an unfinished beta.

1. After a race or two, you can no longer exit the game without using Ctrl-Alt-Del and ending task.
2. The graphics are so choppy right at the wrong time. Frame rate drops 5 or 6 times per lap, usually at different parts of the
track. It doesn't seem to be related to how many riders are around you, it just stutters terribly, making you run off track. If it
wasn't for the rewind function I would never finish a lap.

The only way to make the game playable right now is to use RadeonPro or similar to force the refresh rate to 60Hz and push the
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frame rate as high as possible.

When this game is fixed, it will be great. Until then, it sucks.. Better than Windows Pinball :D

Seriously, you like Worms and pinball? This is awesome for in between ;D
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Horror isn't quite the right description of The Town of Light's genre mostly because the story it tells is very well grounded in
reality. It's more of a re-telling of the true suffering experienced by patients in mental health facilities prior to the modern
advances in mental health treatment. I found the story engaging and the game's atmosphere is rather unique.

Definitely worth playing.. This game is amazing. It's better than I expected it to be. You play as a girl locked in a creepy arena
and you have to fight off wave of monsters. inbetween each round you can go to an area that opens up to buy new weapons, buy
ammo, and upgrade player, trap, and weapon stats.

The graphics and effects are really good, every bullet and slash shows up on the monsters when you hit them, the blood looks
great. im getting 60fps on ultra with a 750ti.

I'm really getting a Resident Evil 4 vibe from playing this, its great! I can't wait to see what the developer add during early
access.. I was really unsure if I should go with a positive or negative review.
On the positive side the artwork is beautiful, the sprites are some of the most beautifully painted I've ever seen in VN's. On the
other hand the characters aren't much more interesting than their sprites...

I ultimately had to decide to judge this on the thing that really matters: the plot and the characters.
The idea of the plot is actually not bad but it's potential is wasted. The characters can be interesting at times but the main
character is a complete let down: a pushover with absolutely no character development.
And then the writing....*sigh* it's not very good. It reminds me of very basic fan fiction. Incredibly childish, bland, and
therefore it becomes very difficult to ever take it seriously.

I'd recommend this only if it's on sale, if you're curious and are a big fan of all types of visual novels, but even so you should go
into it with low expectations. But if you're like me and prize the plot and character development above all than maybe skip this
one, you'll find yourself cringing quite a bit.... Its an awesome card game and i have not seen anything like this before.

Positive:
- upgradeable cards
- 15 v 15 cards battles ( bad luck with card drawing i minor to other cardgames with decks of 40 cards)

Negative:
- pay to win is a factor here (its very hard to obtain good cards)
- you cant battle as much as you want because there is energy for the storyline and bounties for pvp.
- there are abilities that seem to be extremely powerfull. E.g. Hex ( gives the creature with that ability a permanent attack
damage increase)

All in all the card game is simple and yet entertaining.. This Game Is Kinda Like Minecraft,Roblox, And Terraria Mixed Wich
Is a Perfect Idea.
Keep Up the good work and Keep The Updates Agoing :D
The Graphics Are Amazing And It Works Well For LowEnd Computer's Or Laptop's
Also The Mobile Version Is Exacly Like The Pc Version Wich is What Everybody Would Expect.. So much fun.. Excellent 80s
songs and wonderful to play. Really good learning songs here that you have fun playing.
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